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SOURCES OF GEOLOGIC DATA

Earl Abbott, King Midas Resources, Ltd.; J. Kelly Cluer, Cameco, Inc. (US); Poul Emsbo, USGS, Denver; and Late Permian. Waste dumps and tailings ponds (Quaternary) may not be exact on plots of this map.

Showing trend and plunge of axial trace. Minor syncline overturned Thrust fault.

Includes mostly green and black, thin discontinuous beds of chert that apparently increase in sorted monocrystalline quartz grains showing size-specific rounding. Includes sparse.

Includes green and black, thin discontinuous beds of chert that apparently increase in sorted monocrystalline quartz grains showing size-specific rounding. Includes sparse.

Includes thin (approximately 0.5 m) laminated gray micrite, that weathers light gray to light gray to tannish gray debris-covered colluvial slopes. Some.

Includes green and black, thin discontinuous beds of chert that apparently increase in sorted monocrystalline quartz grains showing size-specific rounding. Includes sparse.